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What is ESS?
ESS is an abbreviation for the term Energy Storage System, however that’s a 
short description for a very clever renewable energy management system. 
Generally a PV solution would be either off-grid, or grid tied.

An off-grid system has PV panels that supplies power to the load when the sun 
shines, and any excess power is stored into a battery. Once the connected load 
has been supplied and the batteries are fully charged the power taken from the 
PV panels will be cut back, and a lot of potential PV energy is lost. The system 
only “borrows” energy from the grid or a back-up generator when its own 
storage (batteries) was depleted, or when the connected load exceeds a certain 
setpoint. Because of the high associated battery cost most of these systems only 
connect to essential loads like lights, security and a few other things that the user 
wants the security of guaranteed power for. Energy intensive appliances like air 
conditioners or pool pumps are left to run on the Eskom feed, and do not receive 
any benefit from the sun.

A grid-tied solution is less complicated, it has no batteries and the PV power is 
fed into the load to supplement the Eskom feed. Any additional power is lost as 
in South Africa we cannot (without great difficulty) feed excess power into the 
grid, with the exception of some areas where it is allowed. Therefore systems 
are sized to only match the load during daytime, which means we only get the 
benefit of free sun energy for 6-8 hours a day, about one third. One drawback of 
these systems is that they switch off during a power failure because they cannot 
operate without a live Eskom feed.

All-in-one solar power solution
The EasySolar combines a MPPT solar charge controller, an inverter/charger  
and AC distribution in one enclosure. The product is easy to install, with minimal 
wiring.

Unique solar application software
Several software programs (Assistants) are available to configure the system for 
various grid interactive or stand-alone applications.

The inverter/charger
The MPPT charge controller and the MultiPlus Compact inverter/charger share the DC 
battery cables (included). The batteries can  be charged with solar power (BlueSolar 
MPPT) and/or with AC power (inverter/charger) from the utility grid or a genset.

PowerAssist
Unique PowerAssist technology protects the utility or generator supply from being 
overloaded by adding extra inverter power when needed.
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PV Panels
NuPower Solar uses only A-grade, tier-one solar panels. These come with a 25-year, 80% 
performance warranty – that means in 25 years the panels should still deliver a minimum 
of 80% of their original capacity. Tier-one manufacturers are panel manufacturers 
that have been manufacturing for at least 5 years, are publicly listed or have a strong 
balance sheet and have a fully automated production line with a high degree of vertical 
integration. Some of the manufacturers we source from include Canadian Solar, JA Solar, 
Jinko and CNBM.

Batteries
The REVOV 2nd LiFe 51.2V energy storage 
system is a Lithium Iron Phosphate based 
system utilising 2nd LiFe Electric Vehicle 
batteries to provide backup, primary and 
secondary power in Residential, Commercial, 
Industrial and Utility applications where daily 
cycling of the system is required. The system 
offers unrivalled value in terms of Life Cycle 
cost and Capital outlay, with class leading 
energy density, life time, cycle life and high 
temperature performance. NuPower Solar 
has chosen industry-leading manufacturers 
that have proven track records, support 
structures and product warranties.

In-keeping with trends in solar solutions offered worldwide.

12 panels will provide between 12-18 units
(*270W panels)
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Standard installation. Electrical Work and COC Included.
T’s & C’s Apply. Subject to site inspection.

VRM (Victron Remote Monitoring)

VRM Online Portal: Remotely monitor Victron equipment
Victron Remote Management (VRM) is provided by Victron Energy to remotely 
monitor electrical equipment all over the world. Once you have a VRM account, you 
will be able to view live feeds from your installation, such as generate solar energy, 
state of charge of your batteries and the consumptions. 

  To get an impression of the VRM Online Portal, please visit:
  www.vrm.victronenergy.com and try our demo. 

Online monitoring and maintenance
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